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ABSTRACT 

Nonintrusive UQ methods, roughly describing, use a (expected small) number of runs of a 
deterministic computational model, each one having as inputs judiciously chosen points of the 
stochastic input space. Statistics of the outputs are then estimated from the deterministic 
computations, generating a large amount of data and thus requiring careful management [1]. Using 
Chiron, a data-centric scientific workflow engine that executes, in parallel, scientific applications, 
helps to control and manage these data. Chiron uses a dynamic data-centric approach, where 
scientific workflow algebra handles the parallel workflow execution efficiently. The algebra also 
standardizes data consumption and production as algebraic operands, with adherence to W3C 
provenance data model. Provenance is essential for scientific and engineering experiments and 
ensures that the experiment can be repeated over different conditions. Chiron provides native support 
for distributed provenance by storing provenance data during the execution of all samples and 
making it available for querying at runtime. Thus, it is possible to monitor the status of each input 
point run and availability of results through runtime provenance dataflow queries. Monitoring some 
specific attributes, results or checking the elapsed time of a given task may indicate that a failure 
happened. Such information can be used to refine the task (to prevent it from failing again) and 
resubmit it. Depending on the gathered results, the user may decide to change (or add) parameters 
corresponding to an input point or to make other decisions regarding the simulation. Finally, note that 
since each input corresponds to a parallel job assigned to a number of processors, which is in turn 
also solved in parallel, Chiron handles the execution of several simultaneous jobs, which configures a 
two-level overall parallel execution scheme. Uncertainty quantification scenarios with adaptive 
sparse grid collocation are particularly amenable to be steered and controlled by Chiron [2]. They 
require the ability of adapting the workflow, at runtime, based on user input and dynamic steering, 
according to error measures (or input thresholds) given by the user. We evaluate our approach using 
a novel and real large-scale workflow for uncertainty quantification on a 640-core cluster. The results 
show impressive execution time savings from 2.5 to 24 days, compared to non-iterative workflow 
execution. 
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